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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is centered around the partition function OE(n), the number of 
partitions of n in which the parts (arranged in ascending order) alternate in 
parity starting with the smallest part odd. Briefly, OE(n) counts the number 
of “odd-even” partitions of n. The first few examples for the computation of 
OE(n) are 
n Relevant partitions of n OE(n) 
1 1 1 
2 - 0 
3 3,1+2 2 
4 - 0 
5 5,1+4 2 
6 1+2+3 1 
7 7,1+6,3+4 3 
The generating function for OE(n) turns out to be 
n(n+ 1)/Z 
l + 5 OE(n)q”= l + .iz, (1 -qz)(14q’) . . . (1 -q*“)’ (l-1) 
n=l 
a function of surprisingly familiar form. Indeed we should place (1.1) in the 
context of the identities 
l+ G 
n 
nyl (1 -q)(l--44) . . . (1 -q”)= 
00 1 
!I! (l--4”)’ 
[3,P. 191, (1.2) 
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l+ -F 
n(n+ 1)/Z 
,fl (1 -q)(lYq2) . . . (1 -q”>= ii ( 
1 + $1, 
]3, Pa 191, (1.3) 
l+ -? 
nz 
ne, (1 -q)(l -qq2) . . . (1 -qy= n=O (1 -q”“+‘)(l -q5”+4) ’ fI 
1 
]3, p. 1041, (1.4) 
l+ 5 
n 
,fl (1 -q2)(1 -& *** (1 -q”“) = fro (1 -&+I) 9 
[3, p. 5, Eq. (1.2.5) and p. 191, (1.5) 
1+ q 
n(n t I)/2 
,fl (1 -q’)(lYJ4) . . . (1 -q’“) =?, ( W 
1+fi 
.2 
“=l (1 -$)(l-4q4) . . . (l-42”) = fro (1 + P+l), 
[3, p. 191. (1.7) 
It is natural to ask for significant information concerning (1.6); however, 
there appears to be no mention of (1.6) in the literature. In Ramanujan’s 
“Lost” Notebook (see [4] for the historical background of this document), 
there are several formulas involving (1.6), and while none is as simple as the 
five contrasting preceding identities, they nonetheless provide substantial 
combinational information on O,??(n) as we shall see in Section 4. The 
formulas of Ramanujan in question are 
jjl (1 - (--9Y7 -F 
rn(rn t 1)/Z 
,A0 (1-4’)(lYf) *** (l-42”) 
3 
2n2tn 
,zo (1 +q2)(1 +4q4) *a* (1 +q2”) 
+2 -F 
nil 
qnZ(l +q2)(1 +q4) *** (1 +q2n-2), 
fi, (I - q4Y mio (1 + q2)(~y,“ba;‘.~l (1 + q’“) 
47 
2n2-n 
,el (1 +q)(1+i3) . . . (1 +q2”-l) 
+ F q”Q” (1 + q)(l +q3) *** (1 + q2”-l), 
n=O 
(l*% 
(l-9), 
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cc (1-q”) aJ mfm+l)/2 
?II, (1 +q”’ mi, (1 -4’)(lq-q’) ‘.. (1 -qZm) 
a, (-1)” qncn+ I)/2 
+ nzo (1 + q)2 (1 + q2)2 ‘** (1 + 4”)2 
(-4) 
ncn+ 1)/Z 
=2 n$o (1 +q2)(1 +q‘p (1 +q2n)’ 
O3 (l-q”) co m(mtl)/2 
g, (1 +q”) mz, (1 -q’)(l~q’)... (1 -P) 
(-1)” qn(n+ I)/2 
ng (1 + q)’ (1 + qy **. (1 + q”)2 
=-4 ?- 
(-I)“-’ q2n2 
,y, (1 +q)(1 +q3)***(1 +q4”-‘)’ 
(l*lO), 
The subscript “R” designates that a formula is actually in Ramanujan’s 
“Lost” Notebook. Actually one finds there “( 1.10) + (1.11)” and “( 1.10) - 
(1.11)” rather than the equivalent formulas given above. 
There have been over the years numerous applications of partitions (in the 
additive number theory sense) and partition identities to statistical mechanics 
[6, 7, 12, 131. More recently Baxter [9] has found an absolutely astounding 
application of the Rogers-Ramanujan identities in his solution of the hard- 
hexagon model. The earlier applications by Temperly, Auluck, et al. have led 
to purely combinatorial studies by Wright [ 15, 161 of objects called 
“stacks.” Natural interpretations of Ramanujan’s identities lead to results 
involving refinements of stacks which we shall call “stacks with summits.” 
The basic facts about these new constructs will be developed in Section 3. 
Section 4 will consider the relationship of stacks with summits to 
Ramanujan’s identities. 
2. THE FOUR IDENTITIES 
There are two very different techniques required to handle these identities. 
Identities (1.8) and (1.9) are the least trouble and follow from methods 
developed to handle bilateral series [ 11. Identities (1.10) and (1.11) require 
several devices including transformations of truncated series (see Lemmas 1 
and 2 below) and results for very well-poised basic hypergeometric series 
including the q-analog of Whipple’s theorem and its extensions [2, 81. 
In the following, we shall utilize the standard notation related to basic 
hypergeometric functions [ 10, p. 891: 
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(a), = (a; 9Lc = jyo (1 - @7m)T 
(a), = (a; 4)” = (a; q)m/(aq”; 4Lc 
=(1-a)(1-uq)~~*(1-uq”-‘) 
wherever n is a nonnegative integer. 
The q-hypergeometric or basic hypergeometric series is defined by 
We shall say that this series is well-poised if r = s + 1, and 
u,q=u,b,=u,b,=~~~=u,b,. 
We shall say it is very well-poised if in addition 
b,=-b,=fi. 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
These seemingly artificial constraints have turned out to be extremely 
interesting in previous work, [ 10, pp. lOO-1061 and they turn up again here. 
Proof of (1.8). Using the above definitions we see that the right-hand 
side of (1.8) may be written as 
1 O” 2n2in -y q  
m~+2nm+m 
= (-q2; q2)m .=z, q  me0 (q2; q2Ln 
(by one of Euler’s summations [3, p. 191) 
1 O” 4m=t 2m i 4nm 
= (-q2; q2)m .s, q  
“0,4 
4d+6mt2+4nm+2n 
(q2; q2)2m + ko (q2; q2)2m+1 
2m2im a, 
2n2+ n 
1 
F q 
2mZt3m+2 
+ (-q2; q2) 
F q2n2t3n 
m ,=o G72?72)2m+l ncc 
(where after interchange of summation n has been replaced by n - m) 
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= (q”; q41rn (-4; q4Lc (4; q4)m -q q2m*+m 
(-q2; q2L ,20 (q2; 42)2m 
+ (q4;q4)cr,(-q-1;q4)oo(-qs;q4~~ G qZm2+3m+2 
(-q2; q2), me0 (42~42)2m+l 
(by Jacobi’s Triple product identity 
and thus (1.8) is established. 
59 
13, P* 211) 
Proof of (1.9). In exactly the same way we see that the right-hand side of 
(1.9) is 
=‘? q 
2n=+3n+1 
.=kr3 C-4; q2L 1 
=cq 
2n2+3n+1 
,=;i, t--4; 42)a, (-q 
2n+3;q2), 
1 cc mz-mt(Znt3)m 
= (-4; q2)03 "Z, q  
2nz+3nt1 7 4 
,eo (q2; q2), 
(by one of Euler’s summation [3, p. 191) 
1 O” 
( 
m 4 
4d+4m+4nm 
= (-4; q2ja, 2, q  
2n*t3n+1 
mL (q2; 92)2m 
co 
4 
4m~+8m+3+4nm+2n 
+v 
?s' (q2; q2)2m+ 1 1 
1 c’: *m=tm+1 00 
= (-a q2), ,%o (q2; q2hm 2, q  
2n2+3n 
lmzt3mt4 m  
q 
2nZ+3n 
(where after interchange of summation n has been replaced by n - m) 
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=(-q.;2) 
9 00 
(q4; q4jm (-6; q4)m (-q5; q4)a, $I, g;*;q+ l 
2m 
+ ($2) 
2m2+3m+4 
3 00 
(q4; q4L3 (-4'; q4)a3 (-c3; 44L mi?o (i2; q2) 
2m+1 
(by Jacobi’s triple product identity [3, p. 211) 
= (q4; q4L f, ;;J;” 7 
m  
and thus (1.9) is established. 
Identities (1.10) and (1.11) require (among other things) the following 
propositions: 
LEMMA 1. For each nonnegative integer m, 
Remark. The case a = 0 appears as identity (4.3) in [5]. The case a = q 
may be seen to reduce easily to a famous formula of Gauss for the Gaussian 
polynomials. 
ProojI Let us call the left-hand side of (2.5) L,(a) and denote the right- 
hand side by R,(a). Mathematical induction proves our lemma once we 
show that both of these functions satisfy 
(1 - a)fmt l(a) - (1(~~~q~1)f~(aq2) = %pb:)- a . 
; mtl 
(2.7) 
Both functions clearly satisfy (2.6). Let us turn to L,(a) for (2.7): 
(1 - q2m+1) 
Lt 1(a) - (1 _ a)(l _ aq) Lm(aq2) 
2mt2 
= (4; q2)mtl nTo (a) li)l): 
( n 2m nt2 
- nfo (a) (-24); 
nt2 
_ ) 
2m n 
= (4x2)*+* z2 (a) (-f4); ( n+2 _ - co ,)(;t,‘; 2m n _) 2m n 
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= (q;q2)m+1 (q)*;+, - (1 -a;(q) ( 2m+1 ) 
Gw?*)m+l 
= (q)2m+2 (1 -a) ((1 - a) - (1 - qZm+*N 
2mt2--a 
= (1 -q4G?"; q2)*+ 1) 
and this result is clearly equivalent to (2.7) for L,(a). 
As for R,(a) in (2.7), we see that 
RmW*) 
(1 -a>Rm+1(a)- (1 -aq) 
mt1 
=V 
(- 1)” q”l 
Z. (4*; 92)m+I-n (w; 4*ln ( 
1-a- (1 -q*m+*-*y 
(1 - aq*‘+l) 
=rn<l (~qnqn~(q2m+*-2n~aq2"+l+a2q2"+l-a) 
nY'0 67'; 4*)*+ I + (w 4*L+ I 
2mt2 -a 
= ~*P7*)mtl - (4*; q*)Zl - aq) 
+ ;$I (-1)" qn2(q*m+*-*n _ aq*n+l + a*qznt I_ a) 
n=, (4*; 4*lm+ I-n (a6 4*L+, 
2m+2-a 
= p4';4')*+1 - (q*; q,)~~l - aq) 
+ ?$I (-l)nqqq*m+*-*n(l -aq2n+l)) 
L, 
n=l (42;42)m+I-n (cc 42)n+l 
+ *+I (-l)“qqaq*mt3Laq*n+l +a2q2"tl-a) 
EI (42;42)m+I-n (w;q2),+1 
2mt2 -a 
= tL?*)m+I - 
q**+‘R,(aq*) 
(1 - aq) 
+ - (4*;42),a~1 -e?) I 
+ “;;I (-1)” qqaq**+3 - aq*n+l + a*q*“+’ _ a) 
“:I (42;42h+l-n (aq;q2Lt1 I * 
Thus to show that R,(a) satisfies (2.7) it suffices to show that the expression 
inside the curly brackets is identically zero. This follows easily since 
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(92; q2),aL - as> 
+ y’ (-1)” qqaq2m+3 - aq2n+ 1 + a2q2n+l _ a) 
“Y, (42x2L-n cw?2)n+l 
= - (42; q$l - aq) 
+ “G’ (-1)” qn2(-Clq2n+‘(l - q2m-2n+2) _ a(l _ aq2n+l)) 
El (q2;q2)m+l-“(aq;q2).+I 
m 
a 
(-1)” qcn+lP 
21 (q2; q2Ln (aq; q21n+ 1 - 
a ml’ (-1)” qnz 
El (q2; q2h+ I-n (as q2jn 
m m 
a 
(-1)” qcn+ 112 
nGo (q2; q2Ln (w; q2L+, + a 
(-1)” qw+‘)Z 
Z. (q2; q2Ln (aq; q21n+, 
= 0. 
Hence Lemma 1 is valid. 1 
LEMMA 2. For each positive integer m, 
P-8) 
Proof. Utilizing the notation of Lemma 1, we see that 
( 
1-a v 
1 
C-1)” 
li 1 
2m-I 2 Wd2,-, 
-_ff_ _(4h I( L@Iq) 1 -~ 
4 (4; q2)m (9)2m ) 
= (l-4) (;$!;; -&) 
= (l--/d + (-1)” q”* 
(4; q2hn ,Y1 (q2; q2L (a; q2), ’ 
as desired. I 
The proofs of identities (1.10) and (1.11) require (besides Lemma 1) three 
identities for the very well-poised 10&,. The first two were given by Bailey in 
his seminal paper on the “Bailey transform” [8, Eq. (6.1) and Eq. (6.3)]: 
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3 3+2N 
a,q~,-q~,b,r,,-r,,r,, -r2,q-Ny-qN;qv-aq 
$2 1049 
br: r$ 
\/SE, -+,T,F, -T,T, -T,aqN+‘, -aqN+’ 
1 i 
(a%*; q2)oo (a2q2/rf& q*h 
= (a*q*/rt; q2jm (a*q*/r:; q*>, 
x q <rf; cl*L tr:; q*), (-adb)2, a*q* ’ 
,ko (q2; q21n (a*q*/b*; q’>, t-w),, m ( ) ’ 
(2.9) 
a9 fiq*, -\/;;42,P,~P*~~P2~P2~~f,~-2N~~-2N+’;~2, a3q4N+3 
lim 4 
P: Pif 
N-X 
10 9 
~,-~,f,~,~,~,~,aq*Nt*,aq*N+l 
I 1 2 2 
= tad& t4p2), n=O Gdn tw 4*ln h!f), (aq’p1p2)” 
tad, W/p,p2), 5 (PA (p2), (as/X 4’)” (2.10) 
The third result is the special case k = 3 of a generalization of Watson’s q- 
analog of Whipple’s theorem [ 10, p. 1001 to the very well-poised $ 2kt4 2kt3 
[ 2, Theorem 41: 
i 
3 3+N 
a,q\/a,--q\/;;,b,,c,,b2,c2,b3,c3,q-N;q,b babqc c c 
123123 
10 # 9 
\/;I,-~,~,~,~,P,f,9,aqN+I 
1 1 2 2 3 3 
tad, (adk c31N 
= @l/b,), tadc3)N m,,;>o 
@q/blc,),, Wb2cJm, (Wm, C&, 
tdm, Gdm, t4h)m, (adcAm, 
X 
@3)m,tm2 @3)ml+m2 WN)ml+m2 Wm’ Ptm2 
taq/b2)ml+m, Wc2)m,+m2 (b3c3q-N/a)m,+m2 (b2~2)m’ ’ 
(2.11) 
With these exceedingly unlikely tools in hand, we are prepared for the next 
pair of identities: 
h07/53/ I-5 
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Proof of (1.10). We may write the left-hand side of (1.10) as 
1 
-2 
(--9LJ ! 
O3 4 mcm+ 1)/2 
m=o (--4)m 
cqm+ ljoo + fj 
m=O 
C-l)” qm’~~~~2(,-+ ‘)coI 
m 
=&S S’ 
m(m+l)/2+n(n+l)/2+mn 
((-1)” + (-l)m) 
(-4)m kh 
0-v [3, P. 191) 
N ((-1)” + (-1)N-“) 
n=o (-q)N--n GIL 
= 2 ,f qN(2N+1) go (-q;--~‘(q), (--41, N=O 
C-1)’ qjz 
(q2; q2)N-j t-q’; q2)j 
(by Lemma 1) 
2 a0 2N2+Nt 4Nj 
=(-4),,Fo (4’; qq2)N (q2jt1; q2)N 
=-'-E 
(-l).i q3i2+i 1 
(-q), j=O (--4'; 4')j (4; q2)j (4'j+l; 4*)m 
x F (-1)" qnz+2jn(q2j+2; q2), 
L 
(q2; q2), 
(by [3, last equation on p. 381) 
n=o 
(n+j)2tW+i(q2; q2)ntj 
(4’; q2)j (q2J 4')n t-4'; S")j 
=(l - 4) lim 
c,,bz,c2vb#+~ 
2Nt6 
4, q512, -q5/*, --4, cl, b,, ~2, b,, q2, cZN; q2, c-; c b 
4 122 3 10 9 
4 112, -q’/2, 3+2N 
(by (2.11)) 
=(1-q) lim 
f.rt.N+m 
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4Nt4 
49 q512, -2, s2,.fi r2, -r2q, q-2N, -q-"+'; q2 q 
'fr: 
10 4 9 3 3 
4 l/2 3- q1'2, -q2,q,!!- 9,-d q3+2N,-q2+2N 
f'r2 12) i 
(by (2.10) with a replaced by -q). 
Thus (1.10) is established. 
We now proceed to the final member of this quartet. 
Proof of (1.11). We may write the left-hand side of (1.11) as 
m(m+l)/2+n(ntl)/2+mn 
((-1)" - (-l)m) 
(by [3, P. 191) 
=- 
2 e (N+ 1)(2N+l) 
2N+l 
=(-4)mN%O' 
c 
C-1)" 
n=o (-4) ZN+l-n (q)n 
(by Lemma 2) 
4 mmq (Ntn+l)(2N+2n+l)(-~)n+lq(n+l)2 
=(--4)m n?O N?iO (q2;q2)N(6q2)N+n+l (-&q2)n+l 
(-l)n+lq3n't5n+2 cc 2N2t3Nt4Nn 
(6q2)n+l (-&q2)ntl N=O q2;z2)N (q2n+3;q2)N 
(-l)ntlq3n*tSnt2 1 
(4; q2jn+1 c--4; q21n+1 (42n+3a?2)m 
x q (~qmqmwmt2mn(q2nt2;q2)m 
L 
*=0 (q2; s'>m 
C-l) 
ntmtlq(mtn)~+2n~t3nt2t2(mttI) 
(q2; q2)m+n 
n=o m=O (-4;q2ht1 (q2;q2)n (q2x2)m 
=f$)(’ -q3)~,,b2fl;l~N+m * 9 . 
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x lOiS 
i 4 93, /2 q’l2, 3 -P2, -q7/2, -q2,~,,b2,c2,b3,q2,q-2N;q2, 2N+5 c-;2;+; 122 3 
-4q2(1 - q3) (qlO; q4Ja, = 
(1 + 9) 
f (44; q4)n (-1)” q2”*+4n 
w? 44)m n=O (q4; q41n (-q5; 42)2n 
(by (2.9) with q replaced by q2, then 
a=q3,r, =q2,b,r2,N- co) 
=- 
4 9 (-l)nq2n2+4n+2 
nio t-4; 92)2n+2 
=4 q (-l)n92n* 
El C-9; q2)2” * 
3. STACKS WITH SUMMITS 
A stack with summit is a subset S of the set I of integer points in R2 with 
nonnegative second coordinate such that: (1) all the elements of Z lying on a 
vertical or horizontal segment connecting two elements of S are also in S; 
(2) if (x, y) E S and (x, z) E I then (x, z) E S for each such point with 
0 5 z 2 y; (3) if y. is the largest y-coordinate of any element of S, then 
(0, yo) E S. The point (0, y,) is called the summit of S. The number of points 
in S is called the size of the stack. Since stacks are much more easily 
understood by geometric examples, we list all the stacks with summits that 
have size 54: 
SIZE 3 
SIZE 4 
-L4++4-4- 
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Thus if we denote by au(n) the number of stacks with summits of size n, 
we see that 
=-? uo(n)q”=1+q+3q2+6q3+12q4+-e. 
nlo 
(3.1) 
At this point, we mention that Wright [ 15, 161 considers two of our “stacks 
with summits” identical if one can be transformed into the other by a 
horizontal translation (i.e., he does not take account of “summits”). 
If we utilize the idea of Ferrers graphs [3, Section 1.31 we see immediately 
that each stack with summit can be decomposed into a vertical column of 
say j points plus to the right a Ferrers graph of a partition with at most j 
parts and also one to the left. As an example, the stack with summit 
decomposes into the vertical column of 5 points plus to the right the Ferrers 
graph of the partition 2 + 3 + 3 + 4 plus to the left the Ferrers graph of the 
partition 1 + 1 + 1 + 3. Thus since l/(q)j is the generating function for 
partitions with at most j parts, we find that 
-T uu(n)qm= 5 ,j,-J--,-J- 
,=0 j=O (q>j (Q)j 
=q qJ 
,zl <s>f' 
We note in passing that from Heine’s fundamental transformation for the 
ordinary basic hypergeometric function [3, p. 191, we may directly infer that 
-T au(n)q”= 
!..O 
l q (-1)” qnol+1)/2m 
GE “YO 
This last formula provides a convenient way of calculating au(n) since the 
power series expansion of (4);’ has been extensively computed (cf. [ 11, seq. 
536, p. 681). 
Next we consider a gradual stack with summit. Intuitively this is the same 
idea as before except now we consider a “diamond” lattice instead of the 
standard lattice of integer points. Namely, a gradual stack with summit is a 
subset S of the set D of integer points with nonnegative y-coordinate in I?’ 
whose coordinates have indentical parity such that: (1) all the elements of D 
lying on a segment with slope 0, 1 or -1 connecting two elements of S are 
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also in S; (2) if (x, y) E S then so is every point of D of the form (x - t, 
y - t), (x + t, y - t) with t 2 0; (3) if y, is the largest y-coordinate of any 
element of S, then one of (1,~~) and (0,~~) is in S. This last point is called 
the summit of S. The number of points in S is called the size of the stack. To 
make this definition more transparent, we list all the gradual stacks with 
summits that have size 2 6: 
SIZE I SIZE 2 
SIZE 3 
+-i-+-k 
SIZE 4 
i--+-i--i--+ 
-I-+ 
SIZE 5 
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Thus if we denote by gu(n) the number of gradual stacks with summits of 
size n, we set that 
ii! go(n)“=1+q+2q2+4q3+6q4+10q~+15q6+.... (3.4) 
n=O 
There is also a nice formula for this generating function that may be derived 
with the use of Ferrers graphs. Indeed, we see that each gradual stack with 
summit can be decomposed into a central triangle of say ju + 1)/2 points 
plus to the right a Ferrers graph (skewed at a 45“ angle) of a partition with 
at most j parts and also one to the left. As an example, the gradual stack 
with summit . . . . . --Jb- . . . . 
decomposes into the indicated triangle of (4 X 5)/2 = 10 points plus to the 
right the Ferrers graph of the partition 1 + 2 + 2 + 3 plus to the left the 
Ferrers graph of the partition 1 + 1 + 2 + 4. Thus instead of (3.2) we find 
that 
g go(n) q” = 
F qj(i+ IV2 x 1 x 1 
n=O ,YO (q)j (4)j 
(3.5) 
This function is also amenable to transformation. Indeed Ramanujan 
asserted (and Watson proved [ 14, pp. 59-601) that 
g go(n)q”=I -7 q 
m(2m+ 1) 
n=o (4)m me0 (q2; q2hn * 
This last result is useful for computations of go(n) since (4);’ is the 
generating function for ordinary partitions, and the series in (3.6) converges 
much faster than the one in (3.5). 
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4. AN APPLICATION OF RAMANUJAN'S IDENTITIES 
If we subtract identity (1.11) from (1.10) and divide the result by 2, we 
obtain 
(-1)" qn(n+l)/2 
nzo (1 + q)* (1 + q*y *** (1 + q”Y 
A (-4) 
ncn+ 1)/Z 
neo (1 t q2)(1 t q4) *** (1 t q2”) 
co (-I)“- l q*n* 
+2n;i (1+q)(1 tq3)‘**(l+q4n-‘)’ (4-l), 
Now we may readily interpret this result in terms of partition functions 
and functions related to stacks. 
DEFINITION 1. Let ga+(n) (resp. go-(n)) denote the number of gradual 
stacks with summit with an even number (resp. odd number) points of the 
stack lying on the x-axis. For brevity we say that ga+(n) (resp. go-(n)) 
enumerates the number of gradual stacks with summit and even (resp. odd) 
base. 
If we return to the argument we used to establish (3.5) we may directly 
establish that 
00 (-1)” qn(n+ 1)/2 s (w+(n) -&F-(n)) qn= n;o (-4X * PI=0 (4.2) 
Before we define our next partition functions, we note that for any 
partition enumerated by OE(n), the rank (i.e., largest part minus number of 
parts) is always even. Consequently one half the rank (or the half-rank) of 
such partitions is an integral parameter. 
DEFINITION 2. Let OE, (n) (resp. O,?-(n)) denote the number of 
partitions of n of the type enumerated by OE(n) with even (resp. odd) half- 
rank. 
As we remarked in the Introduction, 
n(n+ 1)/2 
5 OJv) 4” = “go ;k*; q2) ’ 
n=o n 
(4.3) 
This assertition easily follows once we observe that any odd-even partition 
(say 1 + 4 + 5 t 8 t 11 + 12) may have its Ferrers graph decomposed as 
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This last object may be viewed as representing a triangular number 1 + 2 + 
3 + 4 + 5 + 6 = 21 plus (reading boxed columns) a partition with even parts 
(10 + 6 + 4) each 5 twice the number of parts of the original partition. 
Since (4’; q’);’ is the generating function for partitions with even parts each 
=<2n, we see that the above argument provides for the construction of the 
representation of the generating function for O,??(n) given in (4.3). 
If we also keep count of the half-rank, we are led to 
ncn+ 1)/Z 
if! (OE+(n) - OE-@)I qn = n,$o &; q*) . n=O " (4.4) 
DEFINITION 3. Let P+(n) (resp. P-(n)) denote the number of partitions 
of n into an even (resp. odd) number of parts in which: (i) no part is 
divisible by 4; (ii) at least one part is even; (iii) each integer congruent to 2 
modulo 4 and 5 largest part in the partition appears exactly once as a part. 
Clearly the standard construction of generating series for partition 
functions [3, Chapter I] shows that 
(-1)" 4 
2+6+10+...+(4n-2) 
ii (P+(n) -P-(n))q" = g (1 + q)(l + q3) ,,. (1 + q4”-‘) 
n=O 
= F C-1)” qzn2 
“51 t-4; q2hn ’ (4.5) 
We may now use (4.2), (4.4) and (4.5) to interpret (4.1) purely com- 
binatorially: 
THEOREM 1. For each n 2 0, 
go+(n) + (-1)" OK(n) + 2P+(n) =gu-(n) + (-1)” OE+(n) + 2P-(n). 
(4.6) 
The following table provides the first few values of the various expressions 
in (4.6) 
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n go+(n) (-1)" OK(n) 2P,,(n) go-(n) (-1)” OE+(n) 2-(n) 
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
1 0 0 0 1 -1 0 
2 2 0 0 0 0 2 
3 1 -1 2 3 -1 0 
4 4 0 0 2 0 2 
5 3 -1 4 7 -1 0 
6 10 0 0 5 1 4 
Consequently, we see that the assertion in Theorem 1 is confirmed for the 
first seven values of n in the table: 
n go+(n)+(-l)“OE-(n)+2P+(n) go-(n)+(-l)“OE+(n)+2P-(n) 
0 1 1 
1 0 0 
2 2 2 
3 2 2 
4 4 4 
5 6 6 
6 10 10 
Three results similar to but more complex then Theorem 1 are easily 
deduced from (l.S)-(1.11). We state the results without proof since their 
derivation is much the same as that in Theorem 1. 
DEFINITION 4. A partition without gaps is one in which each positive 
integer not exceeding the largest part appears at least once. 
DEFINITION 5. Let ye+(n) (resp. ye-(n)) denote the number of partitions 
of n with largest part even, without gaps, no repeated odd parts and in which 
an even (resp. odd) number of different summands each occurs an even 
number of times. 
DEFINITION 6. Let yO+(n) (resp. yO_(n)) denote the number of 
partitions of II with largest part odd, without gaps, no repeated even parts 
and in which an even (resp. odd) number of different summands each occurs 
an even number of times. 
DEFINITION 7. Let D,(n) (resp. Do(n)) denote the number of partitions 
of n into distinct parts with largest part even (resp. odd) and with all even 
(resp. odd) positive integers not exceeding the largest part actually appearing 
as parts. 
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From (1.8) we find 
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THEOREM 2. 
OE(n)+OE(n-l)-OE(n-2)-OE(n-5)-e.. 
+ (-1y’-ti0i-‘)/2 OE(n - j(3j - 1)/2) 
+ (-l)j+jc3j+ I)/* OE(n - j(3j + 1)/z) + . . . 
= ye+(n) -ye-(n) + 2D,(n). 
Equation (1.9) yields 
THEOREM 3. 
OE(n)-OE(n-4)-OE(n-8)+.-e 
+(-l)jOE(n-2j(3j- l)+(-l)jOE(n-2j(3j+ l))+e.. 
= 70+(n) 7 IJO- + D,(n). 
Finally the addition of (1.10) and (1.11) yields after division by 2: 
THEOREM 4. 
OE(n)-20E(n-1)-20E(n-4)+... 
+ 2(-ly’OE(n -j’) + a.* 
= (OE+(n) - OE-(n))(-1)” - 2(P+(n) -P-(n)). 
Theorems 2, 3 and 4 can be viewed as results which provide reasonably 
efficient recurrences for the computation of OE(n). This is because the 
partition functions ye+(n), ye-(n), rO+(n), yO_(n), D,(n) and D&r) are all 
relatively small compared to OE(n). 
5. CONCLUSION 
We have chosen in this paper to illustrate combinatorial applications of 
four apparently innocent yet surprisingly intricate identities from the “Lost” 
Notebook related to the seemingly elementary series 
1+++ 
3 
(1 -q& - q4) + (1 - q2)(1 
6 
1-q ” q4)(1 - q6) + *.*I 
As usual our treatment of Ramanujan’s results raises more questions than it 
answers. 
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Examination of the four essential separate transformations that are 
required in each of the proofs of (1.10) and (1.11) does not immediately 
yield any reasonable straightforward generalizations. Professor R. Askey 
observes that Lemma 1 (and consequently also Lemma 2) undoubtedly 
follows from some quadratic transformation for basic hypergeometric series. 
Thus presumably this result may be generalized substantially. Also the two 
results ((2.9) and (2.10)) on 1,,$9 ‘s can be invoked with the three variables 
r2, b and a in tact. 
Finally we note that the analytic complexity lying behind a result like 
Theorem 1 suggests that a purely combinatorial explanation of this result 
would be illuminating. For practice one might try to prove (3.3) or (3.6) 
purely combinatorially. 
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